Site-Specific Surface Functionalization of Gold Nanorods Using DNA Origami Clamps
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ABSTRACT: Precise control over surface functionalities of nanomaterials offers great opportunities for fabricating complex functional nanoarchitectures but still remains challenging. In this work, we successfully developed a novel strategy to modify a gold nanorod (AuNR) with specific surface recognition sites using a DNA origami clamp. AuNRs were encapsulated by the DNA origamis through hybridization of single-stranded DNA on the AuNRs and complementary capture strands inside the clamp. Another set of capture strands on the outside of the clamp create the specific recognition sites on the AuNR surface. By means of this strategy, AuNRs were site-specifically modified with gold nanoparticles at the top, middle, and bottom of the surface, respectively, to construct a series of well-defined heterostructures with controlled “chemical valence”. Our study greatly expands the utility of DNA origami as a tool for building complex nanoarchitectures and represents a new approach for precise tailoring of nanomaterial surfaces.

Surface functionalities of nanomaterials play a particularly decisive role in regulating their physical and chemical properties, such as biocompatibility and catalytic activity, because of their high surface-to-volume ratios. Therefore, methods for surface modification of nanoparticles have been investigated in depth. Classic surface modification processes isotropically decorate the whole nanoparticle surface, thus creating a single type of surface functionality. In recent years, more efforts have been dedicated to fabricating surface-anisotropic nanoparticles displaying multiple surface functionalities by utilizing methods such as deposition, lithography, templating, etc. Nonetheless, these anisotropic functionalization methods still lack the precision needed to manufacture functional nanomaterials with custom-designed individual recognition sites. A new strategy that can generate nanomaterial surfaces with arbitrary single-site modifications could facilitate the construction of new nanomaterials with greater complexity and potentially new functionalities.

DNA has emerged as a powerful molecule for surface-anisotropic functionalization because of its outstanding features including sequence programmability, distinctive molecular recognition, and facile chemical modifications. For instance, Mirkin and co-workers fabricated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) asymmetrically surface-functionalized with both normal and extended oligonucleotides with the assistance of magnetic microparticles, and these anisotropic particles were further used as building blocks for the construction of unique heterostructures. With the advancement of DNA nanotechnology, self-assembled DNA origami has proven to be a versatile platform for constructing fully addressable, arbitrary-shaped nanostructures. Noble-metal nanoparticles, quantum dots, fluorescent probes, and biomolecules have been precisely docked to specific locations on DNA origami scaffolds to fabricate a variety of well-ordered nanoarchitectures. Therefore, the use of DNA origami could be a promising technique to realize single-site surface modification of nanoparticles, which has not been reported before.

In this work, we developed a novel strategy to render a gold nanorod (AuNR) with specific surface recognition sites using a DNA origami nanostructure. An open DNA origami nanostructure, termed a “DNA clamp”, was designed with capture strands on the inside faces, causing the DNA clamp to close around the AuNR after hybridization with the complementary DNA strands on the AuNR surface, fully encapsulating the nanorod surface. The DNA-clamp-covered AuNR possesses a fully addressable surface, offering unprecedented site-specific functionality and promising more precise construction of complex nanostructures. Furthermore, this new approach expands the usage of DNA origami from addressable assembly of functional components to site-specific surface modification of nanomaterials, enabling the rational design and precise fabrication of functional nanomaterials and nanoarchitectures.

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the step-by-step process for surface functionalization of the AuNR. First, a DNA clamp consisting of two half-tubes with equal lengths of 56 nm linked by two flexible hinges was designed. A total of 16 capture strands were arranged in three stripes protruding from the inside faces of the DNA clamp. A 13 nm × 38 nm AuNR functionalized with thiolated single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) was mixed with the self-assembled DNA clamp, leading to hybridization of ssDNA on the AuNR surface with the complementary capture strands inside the clamp. This
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hybridization drives the DNA clamp to close and encapsulate the AuNR, forming a hexagonal cross section with a maximum length and width of 28 and 26 nm (Figure 1a). To demonstrate the site selectivity of the DNA-clamp-modified AuNR, we introduced three groups of unique capture strands protruding from the outer surface of the DNA clamp, as shown in Figure 1b. The functionalized AuNR thus possessed three specific recognition sites, located at the top, middle, and bottom of the AuNR surface. We then added AuNPs functionalized with corresponding complementary DNA sequences to build a series of AuNR–AuNP heteroassemblies with precise spatial configurations.

The ssDNA-modified AuNRs, DNA-clamp-covered AuNRs, and AuNR–AuNP heteroassemblies were subsequently analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. The resulting gel images under daylight and UV light are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively. Lane 1 corresponds to the ssDNA-modified AuNRs, while lane 2 contains AuNRs covered by the DNA clamp. The decreased mobility of the target band in lane 2 is presumably due to the extra resistance added by the DNA clamp. Lanes 3–5 represent the site-selective AuNRs assembled with one (top site), two (top and bottom sites), and three (top, middle, and bottom sites) 6 nm-sized AuNPs, respectively. A slight decrease in the mobility of each assembly was observed with successive additions of AuNPs. Lane 6 corresponds to the DNA clamp as a reference, which possessed similar mobility as the DNA-clamp-covered AuNR.

The self-assembled DNA clamp and the site-selective DNA-clamp-covered AuNRs were confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) after purification, as shown in Figure 2c,d. The negative-stained two-dimensional TEM images of the open DNA clamp showed that it possessed two half-tubes connected by flexible hinges. Each half-tube exhibited a quasi-rectangular morphology matching our design. The length of each half-tube was approximately 50 nm, which is consistent with our design and similar to the length of the AuNRs. Hybridization between the ssDNA on the AuNR surface and the complementary capture strands inside the DNA clamp led to a final core–shell nanochip with the DNA clamp covering the AuNR with a thickness of 2 nm in the dried state. Because of its lower contrast in TEM measurements, the DNA clamp around the AuNR was a halo, the thickness of which was visible as ~2 nm in the TEM images (Figure 3a).

To verify our strategy for site-specific functionalization of the AuNRs, AuNPs conjugated with ssDNA sequences complementary to the three groups of capture strands on the outer surface of the DNA clamp were added to construct a set of well-defined AuNR–AuNP heterostructures. It should be noted that because of the flexibility of the DNA double helix, the position of the AuNPs docked on the AuNR surface might shift under TEM measurement. Taking this point into account, we predicted that the maximum distance from the site-specifically docked AuNPs to the DNA clamp covering the AuNR surface would be 7.5 nm (Figure 3a), considering that the capture strands on the outer surface of the DNA clamp were 22 base pairs long. Therefore, all of the samples with distances between the AuNP and DNA clamp smaller than 7.5 nm were considered the products that were hybridized through our site-specific functionalization strategy.

At first, a single AuNP was introduced at either top or middle site of the AuNR to verify the site-selective functionalization strategy. As presented in Figure 3b,c, the TEM images clearly illustrate that most of the AuNRs had a 6 nm-sized AuNP selectively attached at the top or middle site, respectively. The statistical analysis indicated that up to 84% or 90% of the products, respectively, possessed distances from the AuNP to the DNA clamp shorter than 7.5 nm, which verifies the high efficiency of our strategy in precisely constructing AuNRs with site-selective functionality. The small population with distances longer than 7.5 nm was possibly attributable to incomplete hybridization of the AuNP and the DNA clamp on the AuNR surface or loose encapsulation of the AuNR by the DNA clamp. In another set of experiments, a larger 8.5 nm-sized AuNP was
selectively assembled on the AuNR surface. Similar to experiments with the 6 nm-sized AuNPs, we observed that most of the AuNPs were located at the top (78%) or middle (76%) site of the AuNR at a distance between the AuNP and the DNA clamp shorter than 7.5 nm, as shown in Figure 3d,e. This slightly decreased yield was attributed to steric hindrance due to the increased size of the AuNPs.

Next, the proposed site-selective functionalization strategy was further proved by introducing two AuNPs at specific sites of a AuNR to assemble complex nanostructures. Figure 4 exhibits a collection of TEM images and distance distributions of these assemblies following hybridization of 6 nm- and 8.5 nm-sized AuNPs at two of the three sites of a AuNR. The TEM images show that the two different-sized AuNPs were site-specially located on the AuNR surface through the hybridization of ssDNA on the AuNPs.

Finally, three AuNPs were hybridized with the DNA clamp to achieve more complex AuNR−AuNP heterostructures in which the localization of the AuNPs on the AuNR surface was precisely controlled by the site selectivity of the DNA clamp.

Figure 3. Site-specific functionalization of AuNRs with a single AuNP. (a) Schematic model of the maximum distance between the AuNP and the DNA clamp. (b, c) TEM images and distance distributions of a 6 nm-sized AuNP site-selectively anchored (b) at the top (red) or (c) at the middle (green) of a AuNR. (d, e) TEM images and distance distributions of an 8.5 nm-sized AuNP site-selectively anchored (d) at the top (red) or (e) at the middle (green) of a AuNR. The colored columns in the histograms represent the populations of the formed AuNR−AuNP heterostructures with distances shorter than 7.5 nm, while the dashed columns represent the populations of the dislocated assemblies with distances larger than 7.5 nm. The scale bars in zoomed-in TEM images (insets) are 25 nm.

Figure 4. TEM images and distance distributions of the assemblies of AuNRs with two AuNPs: (a) two 6 nm-sized AuNPs at the top and bottom sites of the AuNR; (b) two 6 nm-sized AuNPs at the top and middle sites of the AuNR; (c) one 6 nm-sized AuNP and one 8.5 nm-sized AuNP at the top and bottom sites of the AuNR; (d) one 6 nm-sized AuNP at the top site and one 8.5 nm-sized AuNP at the middle site of the AuNR; (e) one 8.5 nm-sized AuNP at the top site and one 6 nm-sized AuNP at the middle site of the AuNR. Red, green, and blue colors represent bonds formed at the top, middle, and bottom sites, respectively. The scale bars in the zoomed-in TEM images (insets) are 25 nm.

The TEM images in Figure 5 show that the AuNPs were docked at the top, middle, and bottom sites of the AuNR, fully confirming the precise site selectivity of the AuNR surface.

Figure 5. TEM images of assemblies of AuNRs with three AuNPs: (a) three 6 nm-sized AuNPs at the top, middle, and bottom sites of the AuNR; (b) one 8.5 nm-sized AuNP at the top site and two 6 nm-sized AuNPs at the middle and bottom sites of the AuNR; (c) one 8.5 nm-sized AuNP at the middle site and two 6 nm-sized AuNPs at the top and bottom sites of the AuNR. The scale bars in the zoomed-in TEM images (insets) are 25 nm.

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated precise control of the AuNR’s surface functionality, including modulation of its chemical valence from monovalent to divalent and trivalent as well as the site-specific functionality from the top to the middle and bottom of the AuNR, by taking advantage of DNA nanotechnology. A DNA clamp was employed to encapsulate the AuNR and form the AuNR−
DNA clamp core@shell structure, in which the DNA clamp endowed the AuNR with controlled chemical valence and site-specific functionality after rational design of the sequence and location of the capture strands protruding from the DNA clamp. AuNPs conjugated with DNA sequences complementary to the protruding sequence on the DNA clamp were hybridized with the AuNR, and different patterns of AuNR–AuNP heterostructures were assembled in high yield, demonstrating the success of our site-selective AuNR functionalization strategy. Our strategy represents a new approach for precisely tailoring the nanoparticle surface, and we expect to realize site-specific tuning of significant optical properties such as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy and metal-enhanced fluorescence from these precisely controlled nanoarchitectures. Additionally, site-selective catalysis might be achieved, and a smart cascade catalytic reaction system could be further designed since we can precisely control the spatial location of the catalytic sites.
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